1. Introduction. Let Lo be a differential operator of even order n = 2v on the half open interval 0 < t < °o which is formally self adjoint and satisfies the conditions of Kodaira (5, p. 503). We consider a perturbed operator of the form L € = Lo + eq where q(t) is a real-valued bounded function and e is a real parameter. The object of this paper is to set up conditions on the operator L 0 and the function q(t) such that L € determines a self-adjoint operator H € and such that the spectral resolution operator E
1. Introduction. Let Lo be a differential operator of even order n = 2v on the half open interval 0 < t < °o which is formally self adjoint and satisfies the conditions of Kodaira (5, p. 503). We consider a perturbed operator of the form L € = Lo + eq where q(t) is a real-valued bounded function and e is a real parameter. The object of this paper is to set up conditions on the operator L 0 and the function q(t) such that L € determines a self-adjoint operator H € and such that the spectral resolution operator E € (A) corresponding to H e is analytic in a neighbourhood of e = 0, where A is a closed bounded interval.
Our conditions are a natural generalization of conditions considered by Moser for the case n = 2 (6) . Moser has given a number of examples showing that when his conditions do not hold E e (A) need not be analytic. However, Moser's conditions are not necessary. Brownell has demonstrated analyticity of E*(A) for second order differential operators (in E n ) under conditions different from Moser's (2) .
Our main result is Theorem 4 which gives sufficient conditions that E e (A) be analytic. Theorem 4 is an easy consequence of Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 3 hinges upon the Neumann expansion for the resolvent kernel of the perturbed operator H € and on the behaviour of the resolvent kernel of the unperturbed operator H 0 under change of boundary conditions at t = 0. We discuss the former of these topics in § 4 and the latter in § 3. Section 2 is devoted to definitions and needed facts. The restrictions that we impose on Lo, q are stated at the end of § 2.
The assumption that q{t) is bounded can be removed. In § 6 we indicate briefly how this may be done.
The significance of analyticity of the spectral measure E € (A') for A'CA, A a fixed bounded interval, is that it implies that points in the spectrum of H € which lie inside A remain fixed under the perturbation (6; 7). Our assumptions imply that A contains only points of the continuous spectrum of H 0 (cf. assumption (h)). Therefore, our results may be interpreted as sufficient conditions that the continuous spectrum remain fixed under perturbation.
The author wishes to thank F. H. Brownell for many helpful suggestions •n the preparation of this paper.
Basic definitions and assumptions.
We shall use the standard notation from the theory of ordinary differential operators (3; 5) . The notation (u, v) will mean the inner product of two functions in L 2 (0,°°). The norm of u is ||w|| = (u,u)*. Let [u, v] (t) be the bilinear form associated with the differential operator L 0 such that
Jo
Since t = 0 is a regular point there exists a complete canonical set of boundary functions \[/oj(t) and regular solutions Sj(t, X) of L 0 u = \u, j = 1, . . . , n such that
and e jk = + 1, k = j + v, e J/c = -1, k = j -v, e 1k = 0 otherwise (4; 5, p. 505). We shall suppose the differential problem
is self adjoint (5, p. 521). In the case n = 2 this reduces to the limit point case at t = oo. Repeated indices will mean summation unless the contrary is explicitly stated. Latin indices are to be summed over 1, . . . , n and Greek over 1, . . . , v.
Let ^ be the set of functions in 
The spectral resolution operator £°(A) corresponding to i7° is defined in terms of the Green's function* by
where r(5) is the polygonal path connecting the points a + iô, a + 2i<5, /3 + 2i5, 0 + iô, A = {Z|a < / < /3}. Formula (2.5) may be written (5, p. 528)
For two arbitrary /-measurable vector functions </>*(/), ^*(/), z" = 1, . . . , n we have the inequality The following assumptions are basic for the theorems to be given below. We shall requiref that L 0 and q are such that, for / in a fixed finite interval A,
*We assume the end points of A are not in the point spectrum. fThis assumption is weakened in § 6.
(iii) for all vector functions <£'(/) denned on A,* (2.10)
(iv) if s j+ p are permutations of the regular solutions Sj according to the rules sj+p' = s j+p for j + p < n and s 3+p r -s j+p -n for j + p > n, then for
is the kernel of a bounded operator with bound P 2 . The assumptions (i) and (ii) reduce to ones considered by Moser for the case n = 2 (6, pp. 367, 388). Assumption (i) asserts roughly that the operator q. is relatively bounded with respect to L 0 . Assumption (ii) implies that M jk does not have any poles in A so that A contains only continuous spectrum. Assumptions (iii) and (iv) are unnecessary in the case n = 2 as they are automatically satisfied. Assumption (iii) is a definiteness condition on the bilinear form associated with the matrix p jk (A f ). This condition is trivially satisfied if p^(A') is diagonal and for that reason holds when n = 2. Assumption (iv) is the key assumption upon which our proof of Theorem 4 depends. The fact that (iv) holds when n = 2 is also used by Moser in his paper (6, p. 382). In § 3 we shall discuss the meaning of assumption (iv) and show that it is valid for a broad class of operators L 0 .
3. Changes in boundary conditions at t = 0. In this section we shall study kernels corresponding to self-adjoint boundary value problems of the form
where the functions \p Qj are linear combinations of \l/ 0j . The object of this section is to show that, under certain restrictions on L 0 , and by appropriate choice of the boundary functions \po iy that the kernels (2.11) of assumption (iv) may be written in terms of the kernel f*i(UK(r,W*(/).
Therefore we will have a means of testing when assumption (iv) holds. The theorem is the following: ...
V^(X).../^(X)/
have moduli greater than k\ and less than ki, 0 < k\ < k<i, and the difference of the arguments a of any two {y X v) minors lies in a sector such that O<0<o:<7r -6 < IT, sin 6 > ki, then for some function a jk (l)
where a jk (l) are uniformly bounded and p sk (A) is the spectral density matrix
Proof. First we introduce the notation j P ,j P ',jp ' for permutations of j = 1, . . . , n defined by:
Using (2.2) we get
Formula (3.4) shows that the problem (3. Now that M j1c has been constructed the remainder of the proof consists in demonstrating that (3.3) holds for some a jjc (l) . By the definition of j v ' we may write
(Note that
Now define a jJc (\) by the equation
Since if?'* = ± det l(j, ft)/det 5 we have by (ii), (3.9) (3.12) |a,*(X)| < Kk 2 /k 1 sin 6 < Kk 2 /k 1 2 so that a Jk (\) are uniformly bounded, / 6 A, 0 < 8 < <5 0 . By using (2.7), (3.11) and the theorem of Helly-Bray (8, p. 164) it follows that for A'CA
From (3.12), (3.13) we have
The inequality (3.14) implies that functions a 2/ (/) exist (8, p. 215) such that is the kernel of a bounded operator then assumption (iv) holds. One can easily show by direct calculation that in the case n = 2 the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisfied and J[sXUKM)M/)dp*(*)
is the kernel of a bounded operator. Therefore, assumption (iv) holds automatically when n = 2 (6, p. 382). Following (1, p. 560 
Neumann series for the resolvent.

y$(t)<s>(T).
This proves (4.2). The absolute convergence of the series for G € follows from (4.2). We also need the following lemma: Since the range of ^°(X) is ^H o and since ^C(X) is bounded it follows the range ^e(X) is contained in @ Ho . Formula (4.8) can be proved by direct calculation using the définition of G {v) and Lemmas 1 and 2 (we shall omit the computation as it is standard (1, p. 562)). To prove (4'9) set
Since w is the difference of two elements of ^H o it follows
This implies w = {H t -XI)" 1 0 = 0.
For later use define the modified resolvent kernels G (v) (t, r, X) by
Since Sj(t, X) are entire in X the functions G (v) have the same type of singularities along the real axis as G (v) . Also (? (l/) satisfy Lemmas 1 and 2.
Analyticity of E e (A).
In this section we show that the spectral measure E e (A) corresponding to H € is an analytic operator in a neighbourhood of e = 0. Define the function <^( v) (£, r) by
We shall show that ^( l° are kernels of bounded operators E (v) (A) and that
for sufficiently small e. To do this first consider the approximate kernel (ff^v ) defined by Proof. By a routine calculation which will be omitted one can show using (h), (2.4), (4.1), and (4.6) that for X = / + id, I G A, 0 < 8 < <5 0 ,
|G<">(*, r, X) -(?<">(*, r, X)| < Miô,
where Afi depends on (/, r) but is independent of X. Using (5.3) we have
By (5.4) and (5.5) <s?<' )(A) = i^(A).
(A) is the kernel of a bounded operator E {v) (A) and
Proof. From the definition of G (,/) one can show by induction that
Next by (2.4) and (4. When (5.13) is inserted in (5.2) and operations of limit and integration are interchanged we get for u, v Ç ^oe
The interchange of limit operations in (5.14) is justified since the integrand is less than an absolutely integrable function (the integrand is less than
<f>(t)\v(t)\$>(T)\u(r)\(yKn 2 ) v 2K by (5.12) and (ii) and this function is integrable for u,v(z & oe ).
The remainder of the proof consists in estimating the term of (5.14). For p, r, n, i\, i 2 fixed (no summation) we have by the Schwarz inequality
) is a non-negative matrix (of (5, p. 534) To define H € one shows that ^6(X), defined in Theorem 2, is a bounded operator for |e| < (yiKn 2 )~l, -/(X) > 4 using (i)'. Then H e -XI is defined to be the inverse of ^€(X). Using properties of ^e(X) one shows H t is self adjoint, % e = % 0J L t u = H e u y u e % 0 . 
